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Publishing zines in TSpace and student 
feedback



From UK and US Zines, by Burn the asylum, 2005, Wikimedia Commons 
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:UK_and_US_zines.jpg). CC BY-SA 3.0

What are zines?

“Zines are
non-commercial,
nonprofessional, 
Small circulation
magazines which 

their creators
produce, publish, 

and distribute 
by themselves”

(Duncombe, 2008)



Zines

Self Expression 
Advocates diversity, creativity, 

innovation, expression and anti-
censorship

Create connection

"Zinesters are a politically 
active bunch" (Bartel, 2004)

Democratic Medium
Anybody can create zines 

Gift culture
Noncommercial, not-for-

profit, meant to exchange 
with other zinesters



Great pedagogical tool

Why use zines in classroom?

”Promote alternative pedagogies 
and creative self-expression” 

(Honma, 2016)

Easy to produce 
Affordable and accessible

EDI in collections
enrich equity, diversity and 

inclusion in collections 



Purpose of the zine project

 Foster student engagement and collaboration during the 

pandemic

 Teach students essential research skills and help them develop 

their writing skills

 Share knowledge and preserve students' work by creating a 

Korean language collection in TSpace, a research repository at 

UofT Libraries



Project timeline: Idea to production
Share zine project idea 

with faculty

1. Idea 3. Requirements

Set up collection structure,
license agreement

2. Exploration

Explore online platforms 
to house zines

4. Course delivery

Introduce zine project in 
the course with weekly plan

5. Library sessions

Deliver research skills 
and citation sessions 

6. Production

Publish zines in TSpace, 
collect student feedback

Apr 2021 May 2021 Aug 2021

Sept – Nov 2021Sept – Oct 2021Dec 2021



TSpace non exclusive license signed by students



TSpace

From TSpace (https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/109394).



TSpace

Zines Collection in TSpace (https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/107389)



Student zine 1: Adopt a pet!

From TSpace (https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/107389).



Student zine 1: Adopt a pet!

From TSpace (https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/107389).



Student zine 2: Work life balance

From TSpace (https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/107389).



Student zine 2: Work life balance

From TSpace (https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/107389).



Student survey: Language benefits

"The challenges would 
be writing in Korean 
because most of the 

sources are in English. 
But it is a 

good practice."

"helps my writing 
skills and learning 

new and 
complicated words"

"I learned a lot [of] 
new vocabulary

relating to 
the topic."

"I think it’s good to practice 
writing in Korean and longer 

texts. It was hard 
to translate anything I found from 
formal research in both English 

or Korean because the material is 
professional/academic..."



Student survey: On engagement

"Collaboration is 
very essential, 

because it is a big 
project. Good to 
have a member 

working together."

"Group projects are 
much harder when 

things involve a remote 
component, but with 
the current situation 

fully in person is 
untenable."



Student survey: Takeaways from two library sessions

"That we have Korean 
resources at our 

libraries too."
"I learned more about the 

APA citation. I thought it was 
very helpful to learn how to 

cite images because we 
aren’t taught that in class 
and learning it by myself 

through a website is 
difficult."

"I learned that 
Graphs need 

citation as 
well."



Conclusions

• Created innovative and openly accessible student 
research project in the institutional repository

• Enhanced outcomes in composition skills by giving 
students agency – “students as authors of 
understanding” (Kraemer, 2022)

• Successful collaboration between the library and 
faculty 
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